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A succession of storms reaching Southern England in the winter of 26 

2013/2014 caused severe floods and £451 million insured losses. In a 27 

large ensemble of climate model simulations, we find that, as well as 28 

increasing the amount of moisture the atmosphere can hold, 29 

anthropogenic warming caused a small but significant increase in the 30 

number of January days with westerly flow, both of which increased 31 

extreme precipitation. Hydrological modelling indicates this increased 32 

extreme 30-day-average Thames river flows, and slightly increased daily 33 

peak flows, consistent with the understanding of the catchment’s 34 

sensitivity to longer-duration precipitation and changes in the role of 35 

snowmelt. Consequently, flood risk mapping shows a small increase in 36 

properties in the Thames catchment potentially at risk of riverine 37 

flooding, with a substantial range of uncertainty, demonstrating the 38 

importance of explicit modelling of impacts and relatively subtle 39 

changes in weather-related risks when quantifying present-day effects 40 

of human influence on climate. 41 



The winter of 2013/2014, and January in particular, saw above-average 42 

precipitation over England and Wales1,2 and below-average sea level 43 

pressure (SLP) in the North Atlantic north and west of the British Isles (Fig. 44 

1a-b). This persistent synoptic situation was associated with a near-45 

continuous succession of low-pressure systems moving in from the Atlantic 46 

and across Southern England1. Like the very wet autumn of 2000 in England 47 

and Wales3, this winter was characterized by an anomalous eastward 48 

extension of the jet stream (Fig. 2a). This persistent atmospheric circulation 49 

pattern resulted in extreme precipitation (Supplementary Fig. 1), flooding and 50 

storm surges in large parts of Southern England and Wales, with serious 51 

consequences for infrastructure and livelihoods1. 18,700 flood insurance 52 

claims were reported4, leading to £451 million insured losses in Southern 53 

England. Although not unprecedented, this was a significant event; 54 

comparative UK insurance losses5 in recent history include flooding in the 55 

summer of 2007, which cost £3 billion, the 2005 floods in Carlisle (£272 56 

million) and Cumbrian floods in November 2009 (£174 million). Daily total 57 

precipitation, recorded since 1767 at the Radcliffe Observatory in Oxford 58 

(continuously since 1827), shows January 2014, as well as winter 2013/2014, 59 

precipitation set a record (Fig. 3a). Sustained high precipitation amounts 60 

during the whole winter led to this record, rather than a few very wet days, 61 

and none of the 5-day precipitation averages over the three winter months 62 

was a record (Fig. 3b). Similarly, while Thames´ daily peak river flows were 63 

not exceptional, the 30-day peak flow was the second highest since 64 

measurements began in 1883 (Supplementary Fig. 10). Whether 65 

anthropogenic climate change contributed to this event was much discussed 66 

at the time, with the British Prime Minister David Cameron telling Parliament “I 67 

very much suspect that it is”6. Although in a chaotic system a single extreme 68 

event cannot be attributed to changes in boundary conditions7, the change in 69 

risk of a class of extremes in the current climate relative to a climate unaltered 70 

by anthropogenic greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions can be estimated8. This 71 

study uses a range of models and observations to estimate anthropogenic 72 

influence on the risk of experiencing such atmospheric flow and precipitation, 73 



separating thermodynamic and dynamic factors. To estimate the impacts of 74 

climate change, we use a hydrological model to calculate the anthropogenic 75 

changes in risk in peak flows of the river Thames. Finally, with detailed flood 76 

maps of the Thames basin we estimate the number of properties put at 77 

additional risk of flooding by anthropogenic GHG emissions. 78 

 79 

1. Experimental setup and model evaluation 80 

We use the citizen-science project “weather@home”9 to produce an ensemble 81 

of 134,354 simulations of possible weather under current climate and under 82 

counterfactual conditions as might have been without human influence on 83 

atmospheric composition. This project uses spare CPU time on volunteers’ 84 

personal computers to run the regional climate model (RCM) HadRM3P 85 

nested in the HadAM3P atmospheric general circulation climate model 86 

(AGCM)9 driven with prescribed sea surface temperatures (SSTs) and sea ice 87 

concentration (SIC). The RCM covers Europe and the Eastern North Atlantic 88 

Ocean, at a spatial resolution of about 50 km. 17,367 winters (December, 89 

January and February: DJF) were simulated under observed 2013/2014 GHG 90 

concentrations, SSTs and SIC (“Actual Conditions"). Initial conditions are 91 

perturbed slightly for each ensemble member on December 1 to give a 92 

different realisation of the winter weather9. The remaining simulations 93 

(“Natural”) represent different estimates of conditions that might have 94 

occurred in a world without past emissions of GHGs and other pollutants 95 

including sulphate aerosol precursors. In the Natural simulations, atmospheric 96 

composition is set to pre-industrial, the maximum well-observed SIC is used 97 

(DJF 1986/1987, the precise choice is unimportant: Supplementary Fig. 5) 98 

and estimated anthropogenic SST change patterns are removed from 99 

observed DJF 2013/2014 SSTs. To account for the uncertainty in our 100 

estimates of a world without anthropogenic influence, 11 different patterns are 101 

calculated from GCM simulations of the Coupled Model Intercomparison 102 

Project phase 5 (CMIP5)10 (Supplementary Information Section 2). We include 103 

all CMIP5 models with at least 3 ensemble members available regardless of 104 



how well their simulated trends fit observed SST trends in the North Atlantic, 105 

to provide a conservative estimate of uncertainty.  106 

We consider January precipitation and SLP, with Southern England 107 

Precipitation (SEP) averaged over land grid points in 50º–52ºN, 6.5ºW–2ºE.  108 

Simulated anomalies for Actual Conditions ensemble members with the 109 

wettest 1% SEP, i.e. return periods of 1-in-100-year and rarer, are 110 

comparable to observations of January 2014, consistent with previous model 111 

evaluation9 (Fig. 1c-d). The mean climate of the RCM has a wet bias of ~0.4 112 

mm day-1 in January over Southern England9 but most RCM simulations for 113 

January 2014 show smaller anomalies than observed, and show a weaker 114 

SLP pattern for the same precipitation anomaly (Fig. 1c-d). On average, the 115 

Actual Conditions simulations reproduce a stronger jet stream, compared to 116 

the 1986-2011 climatology, of January 2014 in the North Atlantic (ERA-117 

Interim11, Fig. 2a-b), suggesting some potential predictability for the enhanced 118 

jet stream of January 2014. The differences in SSTs, SICs and atmospheric 119 

composition between Actual Conditions and Natural simulations lead to an 120 

increase of up to 0.5 mm day-1 in the wettest 1% ensemble members for 121 

January SEP (Supplementary Fig. 8). While a warmer atmosphere holds more 122 

water vapour, causing an increase in risk of heavy winter rainfall, a dynamic 123 

effect where anthropogenic forcings altered probability of occurrence of the 124 

atmospheric circulation that favoured the winter 2013/2014 conditions12 is also 125 

possible. Disentangling whether a change in precipitation extremes is caused 126 

by anthropogenic forcing via thermodynamic or dynamic processes remains a 127 

major challenge3,13, which we now address.  128 

 129 

2. Relationships between atmospheric circulation and precipitation 130 

To investigate the joint changes in precipitation and circulation, the observed 131 

and modelled Atlantic flows are classified into four main weather regimes 132 

using a classical cluster analysis14-16 (Supplementary Information Section 3). 133 

During January 2014, the atmospheric circulation was classified on 26 out of 134 

31 days as “zonal regime” (ZO). This is the highest ZO occupancy in January 135 



since 1871 (Supplementary Fig. 7f). The winter as a whole also set a record 136 

(70% of days in ZO), in both cases with record low pressure northwest of 137 

Scotland (20°W, 60°N, the centre of the anomaly associated with the ZO 138 

regime, Supplementary Fig. 7b, and where SLP is strongly associated with 139 

SEP, Supplementary Fig. 2a). In the following we use these two circulation 140 

indices - the January average sea level pressure Northwest of Scotland and 141 

the number of days spent in the ZO regime - to characterize the circulation 142 

and its changes. In the RCM simulations, anthropogenic forcing is found to 143 

affect the joint distribution of precipitation in Southern England with both low 144 

pressure and ZO occupancy (Figs 4a-b). The joint distribution of the Actual 145 

Conditions ensemble is stretched towards lower pressures (higher ZO 146 

occupancies) and higher precipitation compared to the pooled Natural 147 

ensemble, while the other end of the joint distribution (lower precipitation and 148 

higher pressure) is unaffected. The model shows more low-pressure systems 149 

and days in the ZO regime in the current climate than in the counterfactual 150 

world without human influence on climate, with correspondingly higher 151 

monthly precipitation amounts in Southern England. Fig. 5a shows the return 152 

period (i.e. the inverse of the tail probability) of the pressure index values for 153 

all ensembles. Comparing return periods in the Actual Conditions and Natural 154 

ensembles gives the change in risk. The risk of experiencing a 1-in-100-year 155 

low-pressure event Northwest of Scotland in the Actual Conditions ensemble 156 

increases by a best estimate of 55% due to climate change (with an 157 

uncertainty range of no change to over 120% increase). We have used all 158 

ensemble members available from the individual Natural simulations as our 159 

best estimate (Supplementary Information Section 2 discusses this choice 160 

and sensitivity of our results to it). 161 

This change in risk is of similar amplitude to the difference from the 1986-162 

2011 climatology (grey dots) and implies that the anomalous circulation in 163 

January 2014 was both a response to the January 2014 SSTs and sea ice 164 

concentration, hence potentially predictable, and influenced by anthropogenic 165 

forcing.  166 



Even with these SSTs, however, it still appears to have been relatively 167 

unlikely: monthly ZO occupancy of 24 days have on average a return period 168 

of 1-in-151-year in the pre-industrial climate (uncertainty range: 1-in-104-year 169 

to 1-in-230-year), which changes to 1-in-113-year due to climate change (Fig. 170 

5b). Flows under the ZO regime have an eastward-extended jet stream 171 

towards European coasts. A higher frequency of ZO regimes is thus 172 

consistent with recent studies of the effect of climate change on limiting large 173 

latitudinal fluctuations of the jet-stream17, thereby favouring occupancy of 174 

regimes like ZO, in line with Ref 18. Our results are not inconsistent with 175 

studies reporting insignificant future mean changes of the North Annular Mode 176 

or North Atlantic Oscillation (NAM/NAO)17,19 because we are detecting a weak 177 

signal in extremes, in a much larger ensemble than previously used. 178 

To examine changes in the frequency of extreme precipitation events, we use 179 

RCM outputs for the Southern England region and average observations from 180 

8 stations in this region with long records in Met Office archives. Using the 181 

time series from 1912-2013 for these 8 stations alone (Supplementary Fig. 1) 182 

and treating individual months as independent, the best estimate of the return 183 

period of January 2014 SEP is around 85 years (90% confidence interval of 184 

35-550 years; Fig. 5c). Observed Southern England monthly winter 185 

precipitation amounts show no statistically significant change in extreme 186 

values between the recent period and a century ago using a simple statistical 187 

model, although the sensitivity of the test is low (Supplementary Information 188 

Section 4).  189 

In the large RCM ensemble, the best estimate for the overall change in risk of 190 

a 1-in-100-year January precipitation event pooling all the Natural simulations 191 

is an increase of 43%, with a range from no change to 164% increase 192 

associated with uncertainty in the pattern of anthropogenic warming (Fig. 5d). 193 

Supplementary Fig. 5 shows that this uncertainty is mainly caused by the 194 

difference in SSTs and is not affected by the exact choice of sea ice 195 

conditions. The potential predictability identified for the pressure index (Fig. 196 

5a) does not appear to extend to precipitation for which the climatological 197 



distribution is consistent with the Actual Conditions ensemble. The Natural 198 

ensemble with the smallest change in risk of 1-in-100-year precipitation 199 

between Actual and Natural conditions (with the SST pattern from the 200 

HadGEM2-ES model) also shows a similar jet stream anomaly to the Actual 201 

Conditions ensemble (Fig. 2c). There is no such anomaly in the Natural 202 

ensemble showing the greatest change in this risk (with the SST pattern from 203 

the CCSM4 model, Fig. 2d). 204 

The 11 estimates of the SST response to anthropogenic forcing allow a 205 

statistical investigation into the drivers of the dynamic response. The obvious 206 

candidate indices are the global-mean warming and the anthropogenic 207 

change in meridional SST gradient upstream (since mid-latitude cyclones are 208 

forced by the atmospheric meridional temperature gradient). We represent the 209 

latter by the difference between the regions 30ºN–50ºN, 40ºW–0ºW and 210 

50ºN–70ºN, 40ºW–0ºW. Correlations across the 11 anthropogenic SST 211 

change patterns of the change in 1-in-100-year SEP with the global-mean 212 

warming and the anthropogenic change in meridional SST gradient upstream 213 

are 0.73 and 0.74 (in line with previous studies20,21) respectively (notional p-214 

value of 0.01 using a t-test). As expected, these two indices are themselves 215 

correlated, but only at 0.44 (p-value of 0.17). Dividing the change in gradient 216 

by the global-mean warming to leave only the pattern of change, not of its 217 

magnitude, still gives a correlation of 0.69 (p-value of 0.02). Thus both large-218 

scale warming and local dynamical changes play a role. 219 

We estimate the relative importance of thermodynamic and dynamic effects 220 

by using the pressure index as a proxy for the changes in circulation between 221 

Actual Conditions and Natural simulations. By weighting the Natural ensemble 222 

members to match the distribution of the Actual Conditions pressure index 223 

values (Fig. 4c and Supplementary Information Section 5) and applying this 224 

weighting to the precipitation index to remove the effect of circulation (Fig. 225 

4d), we estimate that the increase in risk of the 1-in-100-year precipitation 226 

event due to anthropogenic forcing is caused approximately 2/3 by 227 



thermodynamic changes, and approximately 1/3 by circulation changes. 228 

Previous studies such as Ref 3 found only a thermodynamic influence. 229 

 230 

3. Attributing changes in impacts 231 

Modelled precipitation and temperature are fed into the CLASSIC hydrological 232 

model of the Thames catchment22, spun up with observed data from January 233 

2010 to early December 2013 (Supplementary Information Section 6).  234 

For a 1-in-100-year event in the hydrological model, anthropogenic climate 235 

change increased the modelled risk of 30-day peak river flows at Kingston by 236 

a best estimate value of 21% (uncertainty range: -12% to 133%) (Fig. 5e). For 237 

daily peak flows however, the increase was a best estimate of 4% (uncertainty 238 

range: -17% to 30%). The impacts on daily peak flows are moderated by 239 

changes in snow (Supplementary Section 6.4). Snow has historically been 240 

one of the primary flood-generating mechanisms in the lower Thames 241 

(typically via rapid melt of large accumulations coincident with heavy rainfall, 242 

as occurred to cause the major flooding of March 1947), but has been less 243 

common in recent years23. However, the other primary flood-generating 244 

mechanism in the lower Thames is sustained heavy rainfall (typically over 4-7 245 

days) on saturated ground23. Thus differences in the anthropogenic influence 246 

on extreme 5-day and 30-day rainfall accumulations (Supplementary Fig. 14) 247 

further explain the more modest impacts on daily peak flows compared to 30-248 

day peak flows. These differences between 30-day and 5-day rainfall 249 

accumulations are correlated with the SST gradients of the 11 Natural 250 

ensembles at 0.65 (p-value of 0.03). Thus the anthropogenic increase in 251 

rainfall that we simulate is less on timescales that dominate flooding in this 252 

catchment, consistent with the mechanism being an increase in the frequency 253 

of the zonal regime, and so, successions of strong but fast-moving storms. 254 

Outputs from CLASSIC are combined with information about the location of 255 

properties at risk of flooding in the Thames catchment, for flood events of 256 

various magnitudes, in order to estimate the change in risk of numbers of 257 



properties (Supplementary Information Section 7). These estimates are 258 

derived using a method previously applied in the production of official 259 

government flood zone maps in England24 (incorporating subsequent 260 

improvements in data and modelling). The Ordnance Survey, the government 261 

agency responsible for mapping of Great Britain, supplied property location 262 

data. Changes in risk are reported here based on the daily peak flows, which 263 

represent the closest available approximation to the instantaneous peak flow 264 

rates that determine river water levels, even though the effects of changes in 265 

forcing are greater for flow volumes integrated over longer durations.  266 

For events with around a 100-year return period, the best estimate is that 267 

about 1,000 more properties are placed at risk of flooding in a human-altered 268 

climate (Fig. 5f). Again, the results span a range of possible outcomes from 269 

around 4,000 fewer to 8,000 more properties at risk. The average flood 270 

insurance claim during the period DJF 2013/2014 (which predominantly 271 

reflects flooding in Southern England, especially around the Thames) is 272 

reported by industry sources4 to be approximately £24,000. Therefore the 273 

best estimate additional exposure to flood risk in an event similar to DJF 274 

2013/2014 would be about £24 million in terms of potential losses (uncertainty 275 

range -£96 million to £192 million) suggesting a non-negligible contribution to 276 

risk when taking account of the ensemble uncertainty around the central 277 

estimate. Although there is only a small (ensemble average) increase in daily 278 

peak flows the results suggest that when winter flooding of the Thames does 279 

occur, it could be lasting longer which has implications both for damages and 280 

civil emergency management. 281 

The only human influence considered here is the change in atmospheric 282 

composition. In both Actual and hypothetical Natural conditions, the flood risk 283 

would have been affected by anthropogenic interventions, in particular flood 284 

defences, although only a relatively small proportion of floodplain properties 285 

benefit from significant defences (Supplementary Information Section 7) and it 286 

is not known how that infrastructure might have evolved in the counterfactual 287 

world represented in the Natural ensembles.  288 



 289 

4. Conclusions 290 

This is the first end-to-end attribution study from anthropogenic changes in 291 

atmospheric composition, through a meteorological extreme event and its 292 

hydrological impacts to an estimate of the value of those impacts in terms of 293 

flood damages. It illustrates how even relatively subtle changes in weather-294 

related risks could potentially have significant monetary impacts. In summary 295 

we find that human influence: 296 

• Increased the risk of low pressure Northwest of Britain and the number 297 

of days with zonal flow over the North Atlantic 298 

• Increased the risk of heavy precipitation in Southern England 299 

• Increased the chance of extreme 30-day flows for the river Thames 300 

• Had more modest effects on peak daily flows for the river Thames and 301 

the risk of flooding to properties in its basin. 302 

All these cases have large uncertainties due to sensitivity to the uncertain 303 

geographical pattern of anthropogenic SST warming. We further estimate that 304 

while thermodynamic effects cause most of the increase in precipitation, 305 

around 1/3 is caused by changes in circulation. 306 

Our results illustrate the importance of considering changing risks of extreme 307 

weather in quantifying climate change impacts and highlights that a holistic 308 

assessment of the risk requires the consideration of both the thermodynamic 309 

and dynamic response of the climate system to human-induced changes in 310 

the atmospheric composition25,26. 311 

Although the central estimate of increase in the number of properties at risk is 312 

small, the ensemble uncertainty spans a range of changes in flood damages 313 

that includes some chance of reductions, and also a substantial chance of 314 

increased damages that would be significant relative to total flood claims 315 

during DJF 2013/2014. A broader assessment could include the risks from 316 



storm surge in the Thames estuary and from a wider range of extreme 317 

weather and flood events. It should be noted that this analysis does not take 318 

into account other factors that influence the risk of flooding to properties in 319 

southern England, such as continuing development on flood plains and levels 320 

of spending on flood defences that have been criticized as inadequate27, and 321 

that some residual risk of flooding will need to be managed under investment 322 

strategies regarded as economically optimal28,29. It should also be noted that 323 

the impacts on flows and damages for other catchments are likely to differ 324 

from those estimated for the Thames catchment draining to Kingston, 325 

because of differences in catchment characteristics and potential spatial 326 

differences in rainfall patterns. 327 

This study is based on one particular atmospheric model where physical 328 

model uncertainty is represented only by the differing SST patterns 329 

representing the difference between current and pre-industrial obtained from 330 

11 different climate models. It would clearly be desirable to replicate these 331 

results with a broader range of climate models to better understand the 332 

sensitivities to model formulations as well as biases and forcings, including 333 

model resolution and the pattern and magnitude of the anthropogenic SST 334 

signal used to simulate the ‘climate that might have been’ without human 335 

influence. Similarly, potential sensitivity of results to the choice of hydrological 336 

model should be assessed, although this is likely to be less important than 337 

choice of climate model30. More studies of this nature are needed if loss and 338 

damage from anthropogenic climate change are to be quantified objectively31 339 

and future assessments of the impacts of climate change are to progress from 340 

attributing them simply to changes in climate which are not themselves 341 

explained32, to attributing them specifically to human influence33.  342 
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Figures 372 

 373 

Figure 1: Precipitation34 (colours, in mm day-1) and mean sea level pressure11 (contours, in hPa) as 374 
observed for January 2014 absolute values in a and as anomalies from the observed 1981-2010 375 
climatology in b, and in the wettest 1% of the Actual Conditions ensemble as absolute values in c and 376 
as anomalies from the model 1986-2011 climatology in d. 377 
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 378 

Figure 2: Anomalies of zonal wind at 200 hPa for January 2014 a in ERA-interim11, relative to the 1986-379 
2011 ERA-interim climatology, and b in the ensemble mean of the Actual Conditions simulations, 380 
relative to the model 1986-2011 climatology. c and d, as b, but for the ensemble means of the Natural 381 
simulations with the HadGEM2-ES and CCSM4 models respectively.  382 
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 384 

Figure 3: a Time series of monthly mean rain/precipitation for January 1768-2014 at the Radcliffe 385 
Observatory, Oxford. Above/below overall average values are plotted in blue/brown. January 2014 is 386 
highlighted in red. The black line is the 20-year Lowess-smoothed monthly mean precipitation. The 387 
measurements are rain only until around 1867 (dotted thin vertical line), but include snow since then. b 388 
Comparison of all the 5-day mean precipitation for all winter months from 1827/28-2013/14. The 5 389 
wettest years are highlighted in dark grey. Winter 2013/14 is plotted in red. 390 
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 391 

Figure 4: a Relationship between modelled January monthly average Southern England precipitation 392 
and mean sea level pressure at 20°W, 60°N. The 50th, 75th, 95th and 99th percentiles of the distribution 393 
of the Actual Conditions and all Natural simulations are estimated using a Gaussian bivariate kernel 394 
density estimator. Grey dots represent January averages for each individual Actual Conditions 395 
simulations and the black dots show values from observations (“8 stations” refers to the average of 8 396 
stations in Southern England for the precipitation index and the NCEP reanalysis35 for the pressure 397 
index, “E-OBS” refers to the same definition as the modelled precipitation index using the gridded E-398 
OBS dataset36 also with NCEP pressure index). The Actual Conditions and Natural joint distributions are 399 
significantly different at the 0.05 level based on a two-sided bivariate version of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov 400 
test37. b As a but showing the relationship between modelled January Southern England precipitation 401 
binned in 7 categories and the January ZO index binned in three categories of number of days per 402 
month. For all three categories, the distributions of Actual Conditions and Natural are statistically 403 
different at the 0.05 level, according to both a two-sided Kolmogorov-Smirnov and a two-sided Cramer-404 
von Mises test. The number of ensemble members in each of the three categories is given on the 405 
bottom-right corner of each sub-panel. c Return periods for pressure for the Actual Conditions and 406 
pooled Natural simulations along with pooled Natural weighted to make its pressure values match the 407 
Actual Conditions simulation. d as c but for precipitation, using the same weights as in c. 408 
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 411 

Figure 5: Return periods for a modelled January pressure index (each dot represents an ensemble 412 
member) with 5-95% confidence intervals for 1-in-50-year events and 1-in-100-year events in Actual 413 
Conditions estimated by resampling the distribution 100 times represented as horizontal lines. Red 414 
represents Actual Conditions simulations, grey a similar ensemble but for 1986-2011 (the model 415 
climatology), dark blue the pooled Natural simulations, and light blue individual Natural (sub-) 416 
ensembles, with solid circles for the 6 of the 11 Natural ensembles with around 15,000 simulations, and 417 
empty circles for the other 5 with around 7,000 simulations. Only four 5-95% confidence intervals for 1-418 
in-50-year events and 1-in-100-year events (red: Actual Conditions, grey: Climatology, light blue: Natural 419 
ensembles with around 15,000 ensemble members and dashed light blue: Natural ensembles with 420 
around 7,000 simulations) are shown because the confidence intervals represent only the sampling 421 
uncertainty, not the uncertainty in the estimation of the model simulations. b as a but modelled 422 
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frequency of the ZO regime. No confidence intervals are shown due to the categorical nature of return 423 
values. c observed monthly precipitation averaged for 8 stations across Southern England for the 424 
months of November to February individually for the years 1912-2013 fitted to a Generalised Pareto 425 
Distribution with location and scale parameters linearly dependent on the low-pass filtered global mean 426 
temperature. Red lines indicate the fit and 90% confidence interval for the current temperature 427 
(2013/2014), blue for a temperature representative of pre-industrial conditions (1912/1913). The red 428 
(blue) crosses show the observations shifted up (down) to these years using the fitted trend. The 429 
horizontal grey line represents the observed value for January 2014. The fit has been performed for 430 
monthly means of four calendar months to increase the sample size, the return period is given per 431 
month for comparison with the other results. d as a for modelled January mean precipitation in Southern 432 
England, e as a for modelled 30-day peak flows for the Thames at Kingston, and f difference between 433 
the Natural and the Actual Conditions simulations in number of properties individually at risk of flooding 434 
with annual probability 1/T, where T is the return period.  435 
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